
The
Winter
Kit

Keeping them cozy & safe
during the winter season



Over 10 years
of experience
in veterinary
medicine

One goal,
endless
passion



The
Lil' Snoop

Interactive feeder that 
 keeps them engaged
and happy for days!

The Holiday 
Plush

Soft yet durable with a
squeaker that keeps

them having fun!

What's in
your kit
Meet our favorites!



Silicon 

LickiPad

The perfect vessel for
entertainment &
distraction

Treats,
Crispies,
SunButter

Train and reward in
seasonal style! These
goodies are both
festive and delicious.

OxyMed
Soothing Spray

Keep their skin
healthy, hydrated, and
itch free with this      
 2-in-1 soothing spray.

Purina
Calming Care

Keep your pups
belly and anxiety in
check with this easy
to use probiotic.



Holiday Plush
Festive and full of fun. This supersized hot

cocoa mug is a crowd pleaser with all pups. 

Lil' Snoop

Pull out the center, fill with treats, & replace
 Leave center open & fill with kibble to use as
wobbling slow feeder

Interactive feeder is that is durable and versatile.

Ways to use:
1.
2.

The Toys

Check out 
the research
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OxyMed
Soothing Spray

After walks outside on salted sidewalks
On high motion areas that are dry and flakey
When your pup is over-grooming

Spray affected area twice daily as needed
Avoid eyes, ears, and mouth

Soothing oatmeal and vitamin E & B5 is the basis of
this spay. Beneficial for dry, flakey, and itchy skin.

Consider using

How to use 

*This product is not a substitute for veterinary attention for acute or chronic skin issues. Always
seek medical attention to identify underlying causes and longterm treatment options. 

Keep the itchy and dry skin at bay

Check out 
the research
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The 
Treats &
Chews

Bocce Yummies

Low Cal Puffs 
Great as a training reward and
positive reinforcement.

Holiday Feast
Train in seasonal style with
these delicious chews.

Nut-Free 

 Sunflower Butter

No-nut & no-stress easy spread
that is a great high reward treat

for any pup.

Check out 
the research

3 & 4



Ways to best use your treats

Low Reward High RewardMedium Reward

Lower calories while still
yummy. Great for
repetition & reinforcement
of learned behaviors.

A bit tastier, stinky, &
interesting. Best for
learning new behaviors &
tricks.

Too delicious to ignore. Use
for the more challenging &
stressful situations



Silicon
LickiPad

Bath time
Ear cleaning
Nail trims
Crate training
Storm stress 
Settling & anxiety

This easy to use enrichment pad is great for
distraction and engagement. The ridges keep
them working for whatever spreadable goodies
you add. 

Great distraction for:

Soothing and delicious distraction

 Apply spreadable food to pad
(PB, nut-free butters, etc.)
 Give in times of anticipated
stress or need for relaxation
 Freeze pad with spread to
make it last longer

How to Use:

1.

2.

3.
Check out 

the research
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Purina
Calming Care

Sensitive stomachs
Holiday dietary indiscretion
Seasonal stressors and anxiety 

This Purina probiotic contains a beneficial strain
of bacteria that has been shown to help dogs
manage and maintain calm demeanors. In
conjunction with positive reinforcement and
training, this supplement is a great option for all
pups.

Great for:

*This product is not a substitute for veterinary attention for gastrointestinal or
behavioral conditions. Veterinary care should also be sought to diagnose and determine
treatment plans. 

Positive probiotic & anxiety support

Positive
Probiotics

Calming
Bacteria

Check out 
the research
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The Research
We did the boring stuff so you & your pups can reap
the rewards!
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You madeit!



Write to us at
hello@pawkitvet.com

Got
questions?

Welcome to
the family!


